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Typinator 3.1 comes with built-in HTML snippets and many improvements
Published on 07/14/08
Ergonis Software today announced the release of Typinator 3.1, the latest version of its
highly acclaimed tool for auto-typing text and auto-correcting typos system-wide across
all Mac OS X applications. The new version integrates the recently released HTML snippets
set. Typinator 3.1 also improves compatibility Coda, VMWare Fusion, Butler, Zend Studio,
and others. The menu bar icon has been redesigned to better match the style of Apple's
menu extras, and can also be turned off.
Hagenberg, Austria - Ergonis Software today announced the release of Typinator 3.1, the
latest version of its highly acclaimed tool for auto-typing text and auto-correcting typos
system-wide across all Mac OS X applications.
The new version integrates the recently released HTML snippets set providing over 100
abbreviations for elements of the HTML 4.01 standard. Typinator 3.1 also improves
compatibility with many popular applications like Coda, VMWare Fusion, Butler, Zend
Studio, and others. In addition to many functional improvements, the menu bar icon has
been redesigned to better match the style of Apple's menu extras - and for the user
interface purists, it can now even be turned off. Visit Ergonis Software's website to
learn more about all changes in the release and to download and try the new version.
Typinator is a powerful, yet elegantly simple solution that works across all applications
to detect specific sequences of typed characters and automatically replace them with text
snippets, graphics, URLs, dates and special characters.
For business users, Typinator leads to a layer of operational consistency and productivity
across heterogeneous applications. A standard customer service response, a signature image
on an email, a clause in a contract - each of these can be inserted in any application
with just a couple of keystrokes. For technical users, Typinator automates typing of code
and the implementation of documentation standards.
Visit Ergonis Software's website at to learn more about the changes in the release and to
download and try the new version. Typinator 3.1 requires Mac OS X version 10.4 or newer,
Mac OS X 10.5 (Leopard) is recommended.
Availability and Pricing:
Typinator can be purchased securely on the Ergonis Software website. The upgrade to
Typinator 3.1 is free for anyone who purchased Typinator in the last 2 years. For
information about purchases, including enterprise licenses, volume discounts, and upgrade
pricing offers, visit the Ergonis website.
Instead of purchasing Typinator by itself, customers can get the Macility Productivity
Bundle that also contains two of the company's other productivity tools, PopChar X and
KeyCue. The pricing of the Productivity Bundle represents a saving of more than 35% over
the separate purchase of its components. More information about the Productivity Bundle
can be found at the Ergonis website. Note to Editors: An Online press kit, including
screenshots, is available.
Ergonis Software:
http://www.ergonis.com
Typinator 3.1:
http://www.ergonis.com/products/typinator
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Direct Download Link:
http://www.ergonis.com/downloads/typinator-install.dmg
Purchase Link:
https://store.ergonis.com/store/typinator/orderfull.html
Screenshot:
http://www.ergonis.com/images/products/typi/external/typinator-screen.jpg
Screenshot/App Icon:
http://www.ergonis.com/images/products/typi/external/typinator-icon32.gif

Ergonis Software develops ergonomic and intuitive software that boosts the productivity of
Mac and PC users. Ergonis Software, a privately held company founded in 2002, is
headquartered in Hagenberg, Austria. Ergonis and Typinator are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Ergonis Software GmbH. Other company and product names may
be
trademarks of their respective owners.
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